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SATANIC HUMANISTIC LOGIC HAS TAUGHT FOR A LONG TIME TO 

DEMORALIZE THE PEOPLE AND MAKE THEM APATHETIC TO THEIR FATE

10 humanistic reasons why politics is a waste of time

recent logic and negative thinking has taught us these so called truths because the 

SWAMP or power of the devil lets be honest through his agents on earth has been winning for 

such a long time or at least 60 years from the start of the sexual revolution.

1. You don’t drain the swamp — the swamp drains you.  The system swallows everyone 

whole,

2. To get elected, you need support.  To get support you need to make promises, which 

often will include statist actions.

3. You need funding.   People only donate big money if they will see a financial benefit, 

which usually involves a government privilege.

4. Even small money makes you more susceptible to pressure, because it’s harder to say 
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“no” to someone who has given you money, even if they want a statist policy.

5. You have to get along with people: candidates, bureaucrats, civil organizations, unions, 

the media, voters, etc.  That means not rocking the boat.  Avoiding hard truths.

6. not being unpleasant.  It’s hard to get the truth out this way. It’s like trying to put out a 

burning building with your hands tied behind your back.

8. Every small compromise leads to a bigger compromise, and so on, until you are fully 

coopted into the system.  If you accept the premise that a little bit of statist action is okay 

as long as your end goal is the removal of a bigger statist action, you will never be able to 

see that you are being coopted.  In your mind, you are fighting the good fight, but in 

reality you are merely doing the work of the state, with a fun, but hypocritical, marketing 

plan.

9. Look at the opportunity cost of doing politics.  How effective is electoral politics, 

versus media or business?  Lots of energy spent for meager results.

10. If you lie down with dogs, you get up with fleas.  Politics is dirty and savage.  The 

people in it are assholes.  If you get into the game, you have to play hard to win.  That 

means eventually you have to become as nasty and back-stabbing as your competitors. 

 How can you avoid it?  By buttering everyone’s bread and going along to get along, i.e. 

statism.

11. Winning is losing.  If you win office, you take a salary funded by taxpayers.  That is 

inherently unethical.  If you forego the salary, you have to make it up otherwise.  If 

someone funds you, then you are beholden to them, which usually means statism.  If you 

are independently wealthy, then politics is an awful waste of your time.  You’d be better 
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off buying professional politicians, than being one yourself.  Focus on making more 

money and funding media and tech ventures to benefit the liberty movement.

12. Why hasn’t electoral politics tended to increased liberty, but only increased statism? 

 What fundamental change will happen to reverse this trend?  Politics is structured to 

produce an increase in state power.  The simple act of being “in power” demands that one 

exercise power.  If one’s only agenda is to refrain from using power, one will not have it 

for very long, as someone else will take it.  Seeking power to restrain power is a 

performative contradiction.

These former truths have been the linchpins of the devils power and mind control for the 

Continued power of the deep 

state. 
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WHAT YOU FORGOT GOD IS IN CONTROL AND IS FIGHTING BACK

THESE PEOPLE FORGOT ONE THING THAT WE ARE IN A SPIRITUAL WAR 

AND GOD HAS DECIDED IT WAS TIME TO TAKE THEM OUT IN A STUNNING 

DEFEAT. SATAN ALONG WITH HIS MINIONS IS NOW BEING FLUSHED DOWN THE 

TOILET AND BECAUSE OF THIS HAVE BEEN LEFT NAKED AND EXPOSED AS 

NEVER BEFORE

TRUMP APPOINTED BY GOD TO DESTROY HIS ENEMIES IS PLAYING A 

GAME OF 3D CHESS. THE SATANIC ENEMY IS VERY AWARE OF WHAT HE IS 

DOING AND ARE TERRIFIED BECAUSE GOD RAISED TRUMP UP FOR THIS 

VERY REASON IS PROTECTING TRUMP FROM EVERY ATTACK AND THEY ARE 

POWERLESS TO STOP 
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HIM  

BE AWARE THE ENEMY IS ENGAGED IN A SPIRITUAL WAR THEY ARE 

DEVIL WORSHIPERS THEY HATE ALL THAT IS GOOD AND HOLY THEY LOVE 

PERVERSION SICKNESS AND EVIL AND ARE TERRIFIED OF GOD AND HATE 

TRUMP.
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OPRAH AND MADONNA GLOBALIST KABALIST SATANISTS
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IT HAS BEEN KNOWN FOR A WHILE BY THE TRUMP MEDIA SUPPORTERS 

THAT  THE TRUMP STRATEGY ALL THROUGH HIS LIFE HAS ALWAYS BEEN YEAR 

ONE CONSOLIDATION (TAKE THE PAIN BUT KEEP MOVING FORWARD) YEAR TWO 

DECIMATE YOUR ENEMIES TAKE A SHARP KNIFE DON’T CUT YOURSELF BUT 

SLICE AND  CUT THROUGH YOUR ENEMY’S  LIKE HOT BUTTER

THE PAYLOAD IS ON ITS WAY
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ALL HOLLYWOOD ATTENDED A SPIRIT COOKING EVENT AND THIS IS THE 

KIND OF THING THEY WERE DOING MOCK CANABILISM
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TRUMP HATING Actor Robert De Niro was spotted with Marina Abramovic at the 
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opening of the Tribeca Penthouse by Axel Vervoordt at the Greenwich Hotel on April 17, 

2014. Robert De Niro is the owner of the penthouse. The shot was taken by photographer David 

X Prutting of BFA.com.

FULL ON  ATTACK AGAINST THE PEDOPHILE GLOBALIST SCUM NOW IN 

EFFECT MAXIMUM FIREPOWER TARGET THE ENEMY BASE

Unfortunately for the satanic media and THEIR the globalist masters people have 

been red pilled are waking up and beginning to DESPISE them.

Kimmel, Colbert, and Meyers are destroying late-night comedy as we know it.

The three liberal hacks have become obsessed with pushing their anti-Trump agenda, and 

https://bfa.com/events/8915
https://bfa.com/events/8915
http://www.hgtv.ca/photos/gallery/?gid=64266c619771caf6d4bd7ed5c53c9fff#!/0
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try to use comedy to force their liberal beliefs on us through shame and mockery.

Late-night comedy shows used to be light and fun, but now they’ve manifested into a 

non-stop reel of hate-filled political rants, and the ratings have suffered as a result. These people 

are pawns of the satanic NWO scum who run the globe.

Ratings for Anti-Trump Late-Night Comedies Hit ROCK BOTTOM!

FIRST MAJOR STRIKE of 2018 the year of decimation and decapitation

http://www.reportsecret.com/2017/10/ratings-for-anti-trump-late-night.html
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DONALD TRUMP DECLARES A NATIONAL EMERGENCY AND FINANCIAL 

MARTIAL LAW AGAINST GLOBALISTS

The globalists are under attack Alex Jones and Dr. Jerome Corsi talk about 

Trump’s executive order.

This is essentially martial law against foundations and multinational combines.

The vast majority of the people they are going after have deep ties to the Clinton 

foundation.

Trump is now using the enormous power of the presidency to eliminate corruption at 

every level of govt.

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in 

your browser.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLOgnddu9Lw
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Machiavelli Trump and the LORD JESUS CHRIST

DECIMATE AND DECAPITATE

Acting in the mode of a true “Machiavellian Master”—who employs cunning and 

duplicity in statecraft—President Trump, during the entirety of 2017, endured one of the most 

vicious and sustained assaults upon his legitimacy ever witnessed in US history—but who, while 

under this unrelenting assault, was able to create a “trap” for his elite leftist enemies—and that 

he sprung on them just weeks ago in the form of a once-in-a-generation new tax law—that, in 

essence and fact, declared war on his nations Blue States opposing him—and that these leftist 

elites described as “an assault on the cultural and economic foundation of liberal America”.

Trump’s leftist enemies rushed to the presses a salacious screed “fake news” book titled 

“Fire and Fury: Inside the Trump White House”—wherein its author, Michael Wolff, 

portrayed Trump, his entire family, and his White House as all being idiots—and that the elite 

leftist media establishment in America has been using non-stop to pummel Trump—but with 

none of them providing the American people with truth of whom this author really is—and who 

has been described as:

https://www.usnews.com/opinion/thomas-jefferson-street/articles/2017-12-01/gop-tax-bill-declares-war-on-blue-states
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/thomas-jefferson-street/articles/2017-12-01/gop-tax-bill-declares-war-on-blue-states
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/thomas-jefferson-street/articles/2017-12-01/gop-tax-bill-declares-war-on-blue-states
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/thomas-jefferson-street/articles/2017-12-01/gop-tax-bill-declares-war-on-blue-states
https://www.amazon.com/Fire-Fury-Inside-Trump-White/dp/1250158060
https://splinternews.com/remember-who-michael-wolff-is-1821749209
https://splinternews.com/remember-who-michael-wolff-is-1821749209
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By longtime Slate and Politico reporter Jack Shafer: “Wolff exploits the human 

tendency to confuse frankness and cruelty with truth-telling.  And by repeatedly reminding the 

reader of what a dishonest, scheming little shit he is, he seeks to infl

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Shafer
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ate his credibility. A real liar wouldn’t tell you that he’s a liar as Wolff does, would he?”

By longtime Atlantic Editor Michelle Cottle: “Much to the annoyance of Wolff’s 

critics, the scenes in his columns aren’t recreated so much as created—springing from Wolff’s 

imagination rather than from actual knowledge of events.

 

 IS STEVE BANNON A DOUBLE AGENT working for Trump OR A WILLING 

DUPE IN HIS OWN DESTRUCTION AND THE DUMBEST MAN IN AMERICA?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-cottle-9b799328/
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As to how the elite leftist American mainstream media establishment has even allowed 

such a proven liar as Michael Wolff to be so prominently featured,  provides the only proof one 

needs to see that their agenda is no longer reporting news and true facts to the people they serve

—but has, instead, provided the proof that they have become nothing more than the propaganda 

arm of the “Deep State” that’s attempting to destroy President Trump—and is further 

evidenced by the shocking revelation that over 90% of their coverage about Trump has been 

negative.

THE SECRET WAR THAT TERRIFIES THE LEFT

Feared “Trump-Trap” Prepares To Spring Jeff Sessions and the war on cannabis.

THOSE IN THE KNOW have noted with astonishment the MSM barely mentioning 

that, on 3 January, Trump’s Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein and FBI Director 

Chris Wray made an unannounced visit to see the powerful Republican Party Speaker of the 

House of Representatives Paul Ryan—and whose meeting was, also, attended by the former 

https://theintercept.com/2017/01/11/the-deep-state-goes-to-war-with-president-elect-using-unverified-claims-as-dems-cheer/
https://www.lifezette.com/polizette/study-finds-90-percent-of-abc-cbs-nbc-trump-coverage-is-negative/
https://www.lifezette.com/polizette/study-finds-90-percent-of-abc-cbs-nbc-trump-coverage-is-negative/
https://www.lifezette.com/polizette/study-finds-90-percent-of-abc-cbs-nbc-trump-coverage-is-negative/
https://www.lifezette.com/polizette/study-finds-90-percent-of-abc-cbs-nbc-trump-coverage-is-negative/
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/ryan-rosenstein-wray-fbi-justice-322618
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top President Ronald Reagan administration US Justice Department official James Wootton.

How critical is James Wootton is to the “trap” being laid by President Trump for his 

elite leftist enemies to become next ensnared in he was a top US Department Justice official in 

the Reagan administration in the 1980’s, he was, also, the mentor to the US Attorney for the 

Southern District of Alabama—who is now Trump’s Attorney General Jeff Sessions—and 

that during the 1980’s, saw them work together to create numerous national programs including: 

the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children; FBI’s National Center for the 

Analysis of Violent Crime; National Court Appointed Special Advocates; National Child 

Safety Center; Child Safety Partnership; National Partnership to Prevent Drug and 

Alcohol Abuse and Serious Habitual Offender Comprehensive Action Program.

 

Former top US Justice Department official James Wootton is now one of the most 

feared men in America

In early February, 2016, when Trump met in New York City with Charles Cooper—

the founding partner of the powerful Washington D.C. based law firm Cooper & Kirk—and 

http://accesstocourtsinitiative.org/board/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Sessions
http://accesstocourtsinitiative.org/board/
http://www.cooperkirk.com/lawyers/charles-j-cooper/
http://www.cooperkirk.com/about-us/
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who many were advocating to become Trump’s Solicitor General—but whose main outcome 

of their meeting led to then US Senator Jeff Sessions stunning the political world by 

announcing that he was supporting Trump’s bid for the presidency.

Cooper & Kirk founding member Charles Cooper, aside from his becoming Attorney 

General Sessions’ personal attorney, and being a close personal friend of Trump, this report 

continues, has, also, overseen the litigation of Safe Streets Alliance—a highly 

secretive Washington, D.C. based anti-drug organization chaired by James Wootton—and 

who, in 2015, began the most feared attack in US history on the so called legal marijuana 

industry—with Cooper & Kirk attorney Brian Barnes vowing: “We’re putting a bounty on the 

heads of anyone doing business with the marijuana industry.”

Why is  Trump supporting Jeffs sessions war on Cannabis.  The answer is leverage

TRUMP IS A MAN OF HIS WORD when he says he wants to do something he does his 

best to make it happen :He often though seems to flip flop though along the way.

https://abovethelaw.com/2017/01/the-case-for-chuck-cooper-as-solicitor-general/
https://abovethelaw.com/2017/01/the-case-for-chuck-cooper-as-solicitor-general/
https://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/sen-jeff-sessions-endorses-trump-219939
https://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/sen-jeff-sessions-endorses-trump-219939
https://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/sen-jeff-sessions-endorses-trump-219939
https://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/sen-jeff-sessions-endorses-trump-219939
http://time.com/4826010/jeff-sessions-charles-cooper-attorney-russia-investigation/
http://time.com/4826010/jeff-sessions-charles-cooper-attorney-russia-investigation/
http://time.com/4826010/jeff-sessions-charles-cooper-attorney-russia-investigation/
http://time.com/4826010/jeff-sessions-charles-cooper-attorney-russia-investigation/
https://www.denverpost.com/2016/01/15/who-exactly-is-behind-the-lawsuits-over-colorados-legal-marijuana/
https://www.denverpost.com/2016/01/15/who-exactly-is-behind-the-lawsuits-over-colorados-legal-marijuana/
https://www.denverpost.com/2015/12/30/anti-pot-racketeering-suit-settles-opens-door-for-future-rico-claims/
https://www.denverpost.com/2015/12/30/anti-pot-racketeering-suit-settles-opens-door-for-future-rico-claims/
https://www.denverpost.com/2015/12/30/anti-pot-racketeering-suit-settles-opens-door-for-future-rico-claims/
https://www.denverpost.com/2015/12/30/anti-pot-racketeering-suit-settles-opens-door-for-future-rico-claims/
https://www.denverpost.com/2016/01/15/who-exactly-is-behind-the-lawsuits-over-colorados-legal-marijuana/
https://www.denverpost.com/2016/01/15/who-exactly-is-behind-the-lawsuits-over-colorados-legal-marijuana/
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Look at what he did in 4 months think of what he had done up to Christmas with his tax 

plans the art of the deal is to get leverage and no matter what happens in Between make the 

outcome happen exactly as you  wanted in the first place .
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Shocking List Shows Everything Trump Has Accomplished In …

IS STEVE BANNON A DOUBLE AGENT FOR TRUMP: Is he secretly working to 

discredit Trumps enemies in the MSM media  bringing in the worst people

JUST AS WE SUSPECT ROBERT MULLER DID so the enemy discredit themselves 

and TRUMP COMES OUT LOOKING LIKE A HERO

The Wolf book comes out just as trump announces awards for the 2017 best fake 

news(coincidence)? The book is now seen even by the MSM who heralded it at  first as a pile of 

garbage written by a lying two faced dirtbag who even says in the book itself he doesn’t know if 

any of this is true or not. His source is now a discredited Steve Bannon a traitor  who the left 

hated and still do. Bannon has bowed out and apologized leaving Trumps enemies with egg all 

over their faces.

Trump Slams Steve Bannon, Says He’s Lost His Mind – LIVE …

http://www.patriotfires.com/shocking-list-shows-everything-trump-has-accomplished-in-just-4-months/
https://ruclip.com/video/PsW75LwkC1E/%F0%9F%9A%A8trump-slams-steve-bannon-says-he-s-lost-his-mind-live-breaking-news-coverage.html
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according to Info wars Bannon is working with the generals and Mike Pence who 

surround Trump to bring in the 25th amendment to get rid of him.  Because Bannon has been a 

complete looser in all this either Bannon who has been such a monumental failure is a liability to 

this cause or he is a Trump plant to discredit and remove his enemies.

Is Trump this genius is he lucky is it within Gods plan or all of the above either way 

Trump is winning hands down

President Trump denies using vulgar language to describe African countries

In what can only be described by critics as a master stroke Trump denies ccusations he 

made racist During the latest DACA meeting .

These remarks whether he did say them or not is a cause of celebration for his base his 

supporters love the language of calling places people know are actual shit hole countries SHIT-

HOLE COUNTRIES. The whole argument about shit hole countries and immigration is now a 

global and worldwide discussion. Which previously was a taboo subject well done Mr President.

Donald J. TrumpVerified account @realDonaldTrump

http://fox59.com/2018/01/12/president-trump-denies-using-vulgar-language-to-describe-african-countries/
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
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The language used by me at the DACA meeting was tough, but this was not the language 

used. What was really tough was the outlandish proposal made – a big setback for DACA!

His moralistic PC based enemies are discredited because even if the vulgar language its 

actually true all this globalist pedophile scum have is the so called moral high ground  seen 

increasingly as complete hypocrisy.

Trump has called out the pink elephant in the room the Globalists with plans to flood the 

world with immigrants are furious.

Leading the charge to call him Racist is the disgusting and discredited soon to be 

abolished we hope UNITED NATIONS.

Trump comments: Countries insulted, United Nations decry …

Countries insulted by Trump, United Nations respond to Trump’s crass comments. … 

I’m sorry but there is no other word for this but racist.” …

The united nations the NO 1 child trafficking organization worldwide has come out 

swinging labeling Trump a racist. These people are desperate to stop him before they are all 

rounded up and thrown in jail.

Sorry UN scum but its to late the dye has been cast your all going down. YOU JUST 

DROPPED THE  PAYLOAD ON YOUR OWN CRASS STUPID (sh@t)HEADS.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/01/12/sh-hole-countries-un-respond-trumps-sh-hole-countries-comments/1027434001/
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Child sexual abuse by UN peacekeepers – Wikipedia

Child sexual abuse by UN peacekeepers … that The UnitedNations has “glaring gaps” 

in its procedures for tracking and prosecuting peacekeepers accused of …

TRUMPS LEVERAGE AND WAR ON CANNABIS POSSIBLY LEADING TO 

THE COMPLETE LEGALIZATION OF THIS DRUG.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_sexual_abuse_by_UN_peacekeepers
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To whom are the most vulnerable to be targeted by RICO organized crime laws for 

anything having to do with marijuana, is nearly every single elite leftist Blue State whose 

leaders have been trying to destroy to President Trump-

This is the largest leverage over this leftist scum in American history destroy cannabis tax 

laws destroy the leftist economies.
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California to tax pot as much as 45% – Oct. 31, 2017

Sanctuary California’ Faces Bankruptcy if Trump Withholds …fedearal funds over 

sanctuary cites

legalized marijuana in their States to boost their failing tax bases that Trump’s tax law 

“trap” has further endangered–and that two days ago, on 4 January, saw Attorney General Jeff 

Sessions siding with James Wootton and Cooper & Kirk by telling his US 

Attorneys throughout America that their hands were now untied when it came to their 

enforcing US federal marijuana laws.

In President Trump, through Attorney General Sessions, now firmly backing James 

Wootton and Cooper & Kirk in targeting his elite leftist Blue State enemies by destroying their 

marijuana tax base,

http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/31/news/economy/california-cannabis-tax-fitch/index.html
http://www.breitbart.com/california/2016/11/26/sanctuary-california-faces-immigration-defunding-bankruptcy/
http://www.breitbart.com/california/2016/11/26/sanctuary-california-faces-immigration-defunding-bankruptcy/
http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/politics/jeff-sessions-cole-memo/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/politics/jeff-sessions-cole-memo/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/politics/jeff-sessions-cole-memo/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/politics/jeff-sessions-cole-memo/index.html
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Thus allowing Trump to rightfully claim that he has nothing whatsoever to do with what 

is happening.

What President Trump and his Republican Party and intelligence allies are currently 

discussing this weekend at Camp David—as this new “trap” he has laid for these elite 

leftist Blue State enemies of his is, also, the largest bargaining chip ever possessed by 

an American leader against his opponents—and that Trump could very well cash in by agreeing 

to support a federal legalization of marijuana in exchange for whatever he wants (outlawing 

of Blue State sanctuary cites/Healthcare overhaul/Mexican border wall/etc.)—or, if no bargain 
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can be made, watch and do nothing as Attorney General Sessions unleashes his forces to 

support James Wootton and Cooper & Kirk while they demolish these Blue States once and 

for all.
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TRUMP PLAYING 3D CHESS AGAINST HIS GLOBALIST PEDOPHILIC 

SOCIALIST MARXIST ENEMIES

THIS MAIN ATTACK MAY HAVE BEGAN IN EARNEST THIS YEAR BUT THE 

PLAN HAS BEEN IN THE WORKS FROM THE VERY BEGINNING.

The plan to the frustration of even Trump supporters has been secretive and portrayed 

him as weak on core issues all the while Trump has gotten at the moment arguably 60% of his 

agenda through.  Yes its good to hold the presidents feet to the fire.

BUT REMEMBER THE PRESIDENT IS ONE OF US HE HATES THIS DISGUSTING 

SATANIC SCUM BUT HE ISN’T A DICTATOR AND IS CONSTRAINED BY LAW AND 

MUST MOVE CAREFULLY AND CRAFTILY.

Coulter Blasts Trump for ‘DACA Lovefest’ With Dems, Plan for …

Ann Coulter Slams  Rump Over Daca and Border Wall

Author and conservative commentator and Trump suporter Ann Coulter denounced 

http://insider.foxnews.com/2018/01/09/ann-coulter-trumps-daca-lovefest-dems-worse-anything-fire-and-fury
https://www.justplainpolitics.com/showthread.php?84372-ANN-COULTER-SLAMS-THE-RUMP-OVER-DACA-AND-BORDER-WALL
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President Trump’s apparent willingness to make a deal to allow so-called Dac children to 

become American Citizens. The right has gone crazy over the praise Trump received by the 

MSM media.

the left were praising the meeting but confused about what happened

Trump’s bizarre and confusing DACA meeting with Congress …

 

“I think a lot of people would like to do DACA first.” At one point in 

the meeting, Trump … praise Trump for … Trump Over Immigration Meeting: …Trump is 

an expert at Trolling everyone so that the dialogue eventually comes around to exactly where he 

wants it to be.

Is Trump Trolling Everybody? » Alex Jones’ Infowars: There’s …

After the MSM praised trump about the open meeting about DACA the very next day

 the headlines  have gone insane against Trump with so called allegations he made a so 

called Racist remark to the delight of his followers. Trump angers his followers one day then 

delights them the next .He delights his enemies one day and horrifies them the next.

One wonder was the Trap sprung on the Dems yesterday which the MSM only found out 

about causing such Panic and fear the UN have got in on the act in what may even be a false leak 

by white hat Trumpsters to discredit them just before his fake news awards on the 17th of 

https://www.vox.com/2018/1/9/16870060/trumps-immigration-meeting-congress-daca-explained
https://www.infowars.com/is-trump-trolling-everybody/
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January.  The man is a complete Genius.

Donald Trump made ‘despicable’ racist comments in recorded …

Donald Trump made ‘despicable’ racist comments in recorded 

Apprentice meetings, claims … Jong-un ‘Little Rocket Man … of 

President Trump using racist language on …

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/dona

REPORT: TRUMP QUESTIONS IMPORTING PEOPLE FROM ‘SHITHOLE 

COUNTRIES’

Liberal jaws drop as President cuts through political 

correctness 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-the-apprentice-us-racist-comments-african-americans-jews-recorded-meetings-former-a7986081.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=trump%20used%20racist%20lanuage%20at%20daca%20meeting%20claims%20UN+site:www.independent.co.uk
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-the-apprentice-us-racist-comments-african-americans-jews-recorded-meetings-former-a7986081.html
https://www.infowars.com/report-trump-questions-importing-people-from-shithole-countries/
https://www.infowars.com/report-trump-questions-importing-people-from-shithole-countries/
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View image on Twitter

Rosa Covfefe@covfefeRosa

Replying to @SumpthinBurger @realDonaldTrump

https://twitter.com/covfefeRosa/status/951606615609810944/photo/1
https://twitter.com/covfefeRosa/status/951606615609810944/photo/1
https://twitter.com/covfefeRosa
https://twitter.com/covfefeRosa
https://twitter.com/covfefeRosa
https://twitter.com/_/status/951600286677659649
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I don’t want people from shithole countries in my country either! Look at what migrants 

from shitholes have done to Paris! 7 more yrs

Ann Coulter

✔@AnnCoulter

Okay, yes — Trump shouldn’t call them “shithole countries.” A little respect is in order. 

They are shithole nations.

Jayquan@JOGIBEAR92

Political correctness aside, Haiti and African nations are shithole countries. You just 

don’t say it. Because political correctness.

Raheem 

✔@RaheemKassam

 TRUMPS BASE HAS NOW BEEN SUPERCHARGED BY THE NEW SO CALLED 

RACIST COMMENTS WHICH ARE ACTUALLY TRUE BUT NO MENTIONED IN POLITE 

PC SOCIETY.

BREAKING: Trump says stuff about foreign countries that U.S. journalists have said 

https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://twitter.com/JOGIBEAR92
https://twitter.com/JOGIBEAR92
https://twitter.com/JOGIBEAR92
https://twitter.com/RaheemKassam
https://twitter.com/RaheemKassam
https://twitter.com/RaheemKassam
https://twitter.com/RaheemKassam
https://twitter.com/RaheemKassam
https://twitter.com/RaheemKassam
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about Middle America for decades.#shithole #hypocrites

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in 

your browser.

 

THE PURGE: RATS ARE BEING ROUNDED UP

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in 

your browser.

 

sources

http://apolloslater.com/the-master-at-work/

https://twitter.com/hashtag/shithole?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/hypocrites?src=hash
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AQ5IJ_exb0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhWbuzzrD0c

